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After learning that the wind and mountains can affect the movement of water vapor, students investigate the effect of
wind and mountains on rainfall. Students begin the lesson by reviewing rain on Ferris Island to think about how the
interaction between wind and a mountain can cause uneven rainfall patterns. Students use the Sim to track water
molecules and figure out why one side of a mountain can get a lot of rain while the other side gets very little rain. They
learn this phenomenon is called a rain shadow. They then model what they discovered, demonstrating their
understanding of what happens to water in the atmosphere at the nanoscale to create a rain shadow. This modeling
activity serves as a Critical Juncture designed to reveal students’ understanding of an essential idea—that a mountain
can cause water vapor to be redirected higher, leading to a lot of rainfall and causing a rain shadow effect. Afterwards,
students examine real examples of the rain shadow effect to apply their understanding at the observable scale. The
purpose of this lesson is to help students consolidate their understanding (at both the observable and the nanoscale) of
how wind, water, and mountains interact to affect movement of water vapor and create rain shadows.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: One side of Ferris Island has a water shortage and the other does not.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: One side of a mountain can get more rain than the other side.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• When liquid water falls as rain, there is less water left in the atmosphere.

• The rain shadow effect is the uneven pattern of rain that occurs when wind blows from a body of water towards a
mountain and creates a lot of rain on the windward side of the mountain and very little on the opposite side.

• The geosphere interacts with the atmosphere when water vapor in the atmosphere is redirected by a mountain.

• The geosphere interacts with the hydrosphere when a mountain redirects water vapor upward, where it
condenses and falls as rain.
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Students gather data in The Earth System Simulation to observe what happens
to water vapor in the atmosphere to create a rain shadow.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject Foject Ferris Island.erris Island. Remind students of the Chapter 4 Question and review what students learned in the previous
lesson.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the Sim ine the Sim invveesstigtigation.ation. Explain that students will use The Earth System Simulation to gather data about how
mountains and the wind can affect where it rains.

33. P. Prrojectoject The EThe Earth Sarth Syyssttemem Simulation.Simulation. Project the Student Apps Page and select The Earth System and then the
Simulation. Have students open their notebooks to page 69, Investigating Rain.

1
SIM

Investigating Rain

2 3

Investigating Rain
20

MIN

As water resource engineers, you are trying to figure out why more water vapor is getting high up over West Ferris
than East Ferris. What have you figured out so far about what can cause water vapor to move to different parts of
the atmosphere?
[The wind and mountains can direct water vapor to different parts of the atmosphere.]
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44. Model c. Model collecting datollecting data.a. In the projected Sim, demonstrate each step to show students how they will collect the data.
Explain that you will show students an example, and then they will repeat these steps to collect data about what
happens to water molecules in a landscape with an island (like Ferris Island).

55. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairs and diss and distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students. Let them know
they will have about 20 minutes to investigate in the Sim and complete the notebook page. Circulate as students
investigate.

66. D. Debrieebrief the inf the invveesstigtigation.ation. Ask volunteers to share their answers to the first question on the notebook page. Debrief
the Sim activity and discuss key ideas.

Your goal is to use the Sim to gather data about why one side of a mountain could get more rain than the other
side, then answer the questions.

• StStep 1: Chooep 1: Choosse Le Landsandsccape 3ape 3..

• StStep 2: In Rep 2: In RUN, with WUN, with Watater Moleculeer Molecules ON, ss ON, set Wet Wind tind to bloo blow RIGHTw RIGHT.. Remind students to make sure water
molecules are ON. Point out the Wind toggle.

• StStep 3: Obep 3: Obsserervve the moe the movvement oement of the wf the watater moleculeer moleculess..

• StStep 4: Pep 4: Prreesss ANALs ANALYYZE and usZE and use the slider te the slider to so scrcroll boll backackwwarard in timed in time.. Remind students how to press ANALYZE.

• StStep 5: Pep 5: Prreesss on a ws on a watater molecule that has juser molecule that has just et evvaporaporatated fred from the ocom the oceean tan to tro track itack its ps path, and sath, and scrcroll foll fororwwarard ind in
time ttime to obo obsserervve ite its ps path.ath. Remind students how to press a molecule to track its path, and use the slider to observe
its path over time. Let students know that they can scroll to the end of the run to quickly observe what happened
to each molecule.

• StStep 6: In the tep 6: In the tableable, mak, make a te a tally mark tally mark to ro rececorord what happened td what happened to the moleculeo the molecule.. Have students read aloud the
text in each row. Show students where they would make a tally mark for what they observed in the Sim. Have
them record the data for your example in their notebooks.

• StStep 7ep 7: R: Repeepeat sat sttepeps 5–6 fs 5–6 for at leor at leasast 15 mort 15 more moleculee moleculess.. Explain that students will repeat these steps and
observe what happens to the water molecules each time. This will give each pair a set of data to analyze to help
them figure out why it can rain more on one side of a mountain than the other.

• StStep 8: Ansep 8: Answwer the queer the quesstions belotions below the tw the tableable..

We just investigated how mountains and wind affect where it rains. Describe what happened to most of the water
vapor.
[It condensed into liquid water on the left side of the mountain.]

Where did most of the rain fall? Why do you think that happened?
[Most of the rain fell on the left side of the mountain. The water vapor was pushed higher in the atmosphere
where it was cold and there was enough liquid water to fall as rain.]

Why is one side rainy while the other side is not rainy?
[The mountain directs the water vapor higher in the atmosphere, so it gets cold, condenses, and falls as rain. Not
enough water vapor makes it to the other side to condense and fall as rain.]
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77. Intr. Introducoduce the re the rain shadoain shadow ew effffect and cect and connect this connect this conconcept tept to Fo Ferris Island.erris Island.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
How do you think the wind and mountains can affect rain? This prompt (on page 68 in the Investigation Notebook)
allows students to generate ideas and apply what they learned in the previous lesson to rain, which they will investigate
in this lesson.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Tals: Trracking Wacking Watater Moleculeer Moleculess
Tracking the path of water molecules brings more attention to where it rains and what happens in the atmosphere on
the dry side of the mountain. Students realize that there’s not much rain on the leeward side of the mountain because
there’s not enough water in the atmosphere to form many raindrops. They observe that the majority of water leaves the
atmosphere when water vapor condenses and forms raindrops on the windward side. This leaves little water vapor to
travel past the mountain’s peak to condense on the leeward side. Observing water molecules as they change phase also
supports students’ ideas about conservation of matter.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Ee Support: Enough Cnough Condensondensation fation for Ror Rainain
To emphasize that there must be enough water vapor condensing into liquid water for raindrops for form, you could
have students watch a time-lapse video of the process (a quick search online should produce some options). Point out
how drops do not fall immediately after water vapor begins to condense. Rather, there must be enough condensation to
produce many tiny drops, which then aggregate into bigger drops that fall. Relate this to what happens in the
atmosphere—water vapor condenses into tiny drops of liquid water, forming clouds. As more and more water vapor
condenses, tiny drops join together into bigger drops, which then fall as rain.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: About the Re: About the Rain Shadoain Shadow Effw Effectect
One of the important factors that influence the amount of precipitation that falls in an area is the presence of mountains
and the direction of prevailing winds. Often, the sides of mountains that are hit by more wind have a lot more
precipitation than the sides that are not. This is called the rain shadow effect. The Hawaiian island of Kauai is a striking
example. Mount Waialeale on Kauai is the wettest spot on Earth, receiving 450 inches of annual rainfall. However, the
western coast of the island only receives about 25 inches of annual rainfall because the wind tends to blow from east to
west. As the humid air moves up Mount Waialeale, the air cools, water vapor condenses into clouds, and rain falls. As

The uneven pattern of rain caused by wind and mountains is called the rain shadow effect. If most of the water
vapor condenses and falls on one side of a mountain, the other side will be drier. The dry area on one side of the
mountain is called a rain shadow.

What side of Ferris Island is experiencing a rain shadow?
[East Ferris.]
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the winds keep moving over the west side of the mountain, the air is much less humid since much of the water vapor
condensed on the east side and precipitated. The driest place on Earth—where no rain has ever been recorded—is in a
rain shadow in northern Chile, where air moving in from the east loses its humidity through precipitation as it moves up
and over the Andean Mountains.

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Mathematicurther: Mathematical Thinkingal Thinking
To support students in understanding the rain shadow effect through the analysis of data, consider having students use
the Sim to graph the total number of water molecules at different heights of the atmosphere on both sides of the
mountain in Landscape 3. Provide students with graph paper and two different colored pens or markers. Have students

After students complete the Sim activity, they will go to Analyze and move the time slider to the end of the run. Then,
students will use the Atmosphere window to follow the path of water in the atmosphere straight up the left side of the
mountain, starting at the one-kilometer line up to the six-kilometer line. Using one colored pen, students will graph data
points showing how many water molecules were in the atmosphere at each height. Then, students will follow the path of
water in the atmosphere straight up the right side of the mountain, graphing data points for each height using a
different colored pen. After graphing all of the data points, students will use the use the pens to connect the points and
make line graphs. Students will analyze the two line graphs to compare the quantity of water molecules on each side of
the mountain to discern a pattern. They should notice that the number of water molecules is much higher on the left
side of the mountain than on the right side. The purpose of this activity is to help students understand the cause of the
rain shadow effect by graphing data.

Possible Responses

• draw an x-axis and a y-axis

• label the x-axis with “Height in the atmosphere (km)” and the y-axis with “Total water molecules”

• create six unit markers on the x-axis and label them 1–6

• create six unit markers on the y-axis and label them 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
InInvveesstigtigating Rating Rainain (page 69)

Describe what happened to most of the water vapor.
The water vapor condensed into liquid water on the left side and rained.

Where did most of the rain fall?
Most of the rain fell on the left side of the mountain.
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Why do you think more rain is falling on one side of the mountain?
The mountain directs the water vapor higher in the atmosphere, so it gets cold, condenses, and falls as rain.

The EThe Earth Sarth Syyssttemem SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e: Students should choose Landscape 3 and run the Sim with Wind on and blowing
to the right. Water Molecules should be toggled on. In Analyze, students should track 15 water molecules by pressing on
one at a time and observing their paths. Students should notice that almost all of the water that they track condenses
on the rainy side of the mountain and fall as rain. Very few molecules should make it to the dry side of the mountain.

Lesson 4.2
Activity 1
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The Earth System—Lesson 4.2 69

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Investigating Rain

Use the Sim to gather data about where rain falls. 

1. Choose Landscape 3. 
2. In RUN, with Water Molecules ON, set Wind to blow RIGHT.
3. Observe the movement of the water molecules.
4. Press ANALYZE and use the slider to scroll backward in time.
5. Press on a water molecule that has just evaporated from the ocean to 

track its path, and scroll forward in time to observe its path.
6. In the table, make a tally mark to record what happened to the molecule.
7. Repeat steps 5–6 for at least 15 more molecules.
8. Answer the questions below the table.

What happened to the molecule? Tally

It condensed on the left side and fell as rain.

It condensed on left side and went over the mountain.

It went over the mountain and never condensed.

It went over the mountain and condensed on the right side. 

Describe what happened to most of the water vapor. 

___________________________________________________________________

Where did most of the rain fall? 

___________________________________________________________________

Why do you think more rain is falling on one side of the mountain?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students gather data in The Earth System Simulation to observe what happens
to water vapor in the atmosphere to create a rain shadow.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject Foject Ferris Island.erris Island. Remind students of the Chapter 4 Question and review what students learned in the previous
lesson.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the Sim ine the Sim invveesstigtigation.ation. Explain that students will use The Earth System Simulation to gather data about how
mountains and the wind can affect where it rains.

33. P. Prrojectoject The EThe Earth Sarth Syyssttemem Simulation.Simulation. Project the Student Apps Page and select The Earth System and then the
Simulation. Have students open their notebooks to page 69, Investigating Rain.

1
SIM

Investigating Rain

2 3

Investigating Rain
20

MIN

Como ingenieros en recursos de agua, están intentando averiguar por qué más vapor de agua está llegando a lo
alto sobre Ferris del Oeste que sobre Ferris del Este. ¿Qué han averiguado hasta ahora sobre qué puede causar
que el vapor de agua se mueva a diferentes partes de la atmósfera?
[El viento y las montañas pueden dirigir el vapor de agua a diferentes partes de la atmósfera].

Lesson 4.2
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44. Model c. Model collecting datollecting data.a. In the projected Sim, demonstrate each step to show students how they will collect the data.
Explain that you will show students an example, and then they will repeat these steps to collect data about what
happens to water molecules in a landscape with an island (like Ferris Island).

55. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairs and diss and distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students. Let them know
they will have about 20 minutes to investigate in the Sim and complete the notebook page. Circulate as students
investigate.

66. D. Debrieebrief the inf the invveesstigtigation.ation. Ask volunteers to share their answers to the first question on the notebook page. Debrief
the Sim activity and discuss key ideas.

Su objetivo es usar la Simulación para reunir datos sobre por qué un lado de la montaña podría recibir más lluvia
que el otro lado, luego responder las preguntas.

• StStep 1: Chooep 1: Choosse Le Landsandsccape 3ape 3..

• StStep 2: In Rep 2: In RUN, with WUN, with Watater Moleculeer Molecules ON, ss ON, set Wet Wind tind to bloo blow RIGHTw RIGHT.. Remind students to make sure water
molecules are ON. Point out the Wind toggle.

• StStep 3: Obep 3: Obsserervve the moe the movvement oement of the wf the watater moleculeer moleculess..

• StStep 4: Pep 4: Prreesss ANALs ANALYYZE and usZE and use the slider te the slider to so scrcroll boll backackwwarard in timed in time.. Remind students how to press ANALYZE.

• StStep 5: Pep 5: Prreesss on a ws on a watater molecule that has juser molecule that has just et evvaporaporatated fred from the ocom the oceean tan to tro track itack its ps path, and sath, and scrcroll foll fororwwarard ind in
time ttime to obo obsserervve ite its ps path.ath. Remind students how to press a molecule to track its path, and use the slider to observe
its path over time. Let students know that they can scroll to the end of the run to quickly observe what happened
to each molecule.

• StStep 6: In the tep 6: In the tableable, mak, make a te a tally mark tally mark to ro rececorord what happened td what happened to the moleculeo the molecule.. Have students read aloud the
text in each row. Show students where they would make a tally mark for what they observed in the Sim. Have
them record the data for your example in their notebooks.

• StStep 7ep 7: R: Repeepeat sat sttepeps 5–6 fs 5–6 for at leor at leasast 15 mort 15 more moleculee moleculess.. Explain that students will repeat these steps and
observe what happens to the water molecules each time. This will give each pair a set of data to analyze to help
them figure out why it can rain more on one side of a mountain than the other.

• StStep 8: Ansep 8: Answwer the queer the quesstions belotions below the tw the tableable..

Acabamos de investigar de qué manera las montañas y el viento afectan donde llueve. Describan lo que le
ocurrió a la mayor parte del vapor de agua.
[Se condensó en agua líquida en el lado izquierdo].

¿Dónde cayó la mayor parte de la lluvia? ¿Por qué piensan que sucedió eso?
[La mayor parte de la lluvia cayó en el lado izquierdo de la montaña, hacia donde el viento sopla directamente. El
vapor de agua es empujado más alto en la atmósfera, donde está frío y hay suficiente agua líquida para caer
como lluvia].
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77. Intr. Introducoduce the re the rain shadoain shadow ew effffect and cect and connect this connect this conconcept tept to Fo Ferris Island.erris Island.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
How do you think the wind and mountains can affect rain? This prompt (on page 68 in the Investigation Notebook)
allows students to generate ideas and apply what they learned in the previous lesson to rain, which they will investigate
in this lesson.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Tals: Trracking Wacking Watater Moleculeer Moleculess
Tracking the path of water molecules brings more attention to where it rains and what happens in the atmosphere on
the dry side of the mountain. Students realize that there’s not much rain on the leeward side of the mountain because
there’s not enough water in the atmosphere to form many raindrops. They observe that the majority of water leaves the
atmosphere when water vapor condenses and forms raindrops on the windward side. This leaves little water vapor to
travel past the mountain’s peak to condense on the leeward side. Observing water molecules as they change phase also
supports students’ ideas about conservation of matter.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Ee Support: Enough Cnough Condensondensation fation for Ror Rainain
To emphasize that there must be enough water vapor condensing into liquid water for raindrops for form, you could
have students watch a time-lapse video of the process (a quick search online should produce some options). Point out
how drops do not fall immediately after water vapor begins to condense. Rather, there must be enough condensation to
produce many tiny drops, which then aggregate into bigger drops that fall. Relate this to what happens in the
atmosphere—water vapor condenses into tiny drops of liquid water, forming clouds. As more and more water vapor
condenses, tiny drops join together into bigger drops, which then fall as rain.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: About the Re: About the Rain Shadoain Shadow Effw Effectect
One of the important factors that influence the amount of precipitation that falls in an area is the presence of mountains
and the direction of prevailing winds. Often, the sides of mountains that are hit by more wind have a lot more

¿Por qué un lado es lluvioso mientras el otro lado no es lluvioso?
[La montaña dirige el vapor de agua más alto en la atmósfera, así que se enfría, se condensa y cae como lluvia.
No llega suficiente vapor de agua al otro lado como para condensarse y caer como lluvia].

El patrón desigual de lluvia causado por el viento y las montañas se llama efecto sombra de lluvia. Si la mayor
parte del vapor de agua se condensa y cae sobre un lado de una montaña, el otro lado será más seco. El área
seca en un lado de la montaña recibe el nombre de sombra de lluvia.

¿Qué lado de la isla Ferris está experimentando una sombra de lluvia?
[Ferris del Este].

Lesson 4.2
Activity 1
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precipitation than the sides that are not. This is called the rain shadow effect. The Hawaiian island of Kauai is a striking
example. Mount Waialeale on Kauai is the wettest spot on Earth, receiving 450 inches of annual rainfall. However, the
western coast of the island only receives about 25 inches of annual rainfall because the wind tends to blow from east to
west. As the humid air moves up Mount Waialeale, the air cools, water vapor condenses into clouds, and rain falls. As
the winds keep moving over the west side of the mountain, the air is much less humid since much of the water vapor
condensed on the east side and precipitated. The driest place on Earth—where no rain has ever been recorded—is in a
rain shadow in northern Chile, where air moving in from the east loses its humidity through precipitation as it moves up
and over the Andean Mountains.

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Mathematicurther: Mathematical Thinkingal Thinking
To support students in understanding the rain shadow effect through the analysis of data, consider having students use
the Sim to graph the total number of water molecules at different heights of the atmosphere on both sides of the
mountain in Landscape 3. Provide students with graph paper and two different colored pens or markers. Have students

After students complete the Sim activity, they will go to Analyze and move the time slider to the end of the run. Then,
students will use the Atmosphere window to follow the path of water in the atmosphere straight up the left side of the
mountain, starting at the one-kilometer line up to the six-kilometer line. Using one colored pen, students will graph data
points showing how many water molecules were in the atmosphere at each height. Then, students will follow the path of
water in the atmosphere straight up the right side of the mountain, graphing data points for each height using a
different colored pen. After graphing all of the data points, students will use the use the pens to connect the points and
make line graphs. Students will analyze the two line graphs to compare the quantity of water molecules on each side of
the mountain to discern a pattern. They should notice that the number of water molecules is much higher on the left
side of the mountain than on the right side. The purpose of this activity is to help students understand the cause of the
rain shadow effect by graphing data.

Possible Responses

• draw an x-axis and a y-axis

• label the x-axis with “Height in the atmosphere (km)” and the y-axis with “Total water molecules”

• create six unit markers on the x-axis and label them 1–6

• create six unit markers on the y-axis and label them 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
InInvveesstigtigating Rating Rainain (page 69)

Describe what happened to most of the water vapor.
The water vapor condensed into liquid water on the left side and rained.

The Earth System
Lesson Guides
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Where did most of the rain fall?
Most of the rain fell on the left side of the mountain.

Why do you think more rain is falling on one side of the mountain?
The mountain directs the water vapor higher in the atmosphere, so it gets cold, condenses, and falls as rain.

The EThe Earth Sarth Syyssttemem SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e: Students should choose Landscape 3 and run the Sim with Wind on and blowing
to the right. Water Molecules should be toggled on. In Analyze, students should track 15 water molecules by pressing on
one at a time and observing their paths. Students should notice that almost all of the water that they track condenses
on the rainy side of the mountain and fall as rain. Very few molecules should make it to the dry side of the mountain.

Lesson 4.2
Activity 1
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69

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

El sistema Tierra—Lección 4.2

Investigar la lluvia
Usa la simulación para reunir datos acerca de dónde cae la lluvia.

1. Elige el paisaje 3.
2. En la opción RUN (accionar), con Water Molecules (moléculas de agua) ON 

(encendido), ajusta Wind (el viento) para que sople RIGHT (hacia la derecha).
3. Observa el movimiento de las moléculas de agua.
4. Oprime ANALYZE (analizar) y usa la barra de ajuste para desplazarte 

hacia atrás en el tiempo.
5. Oprime una molécula de agua que justo se ha evaporado del océano 

para seguir su trayectoria, y desplázate hacia adelante en el tiempo para 
observar su trayectoria.

6. En la tabla, haz una marca en la segunda columna para apuntar lo que le 
ocurrió a la molécula.

7. Repite los pasos 5 a 6 para al menos 15 moléculas más.
8. Responde las preguntas debajo de la tabla.

¿Qué ocurrió a la molécula? Cuenta

Se condensó en el lado izquierdo y cayó como lluvia.

Se condensó en el lado izquierdo y pasó por encima de la montaña.

Pasó por encima de la montaña y nunca se condensó.

Pasó por encima de la montaña y se condensó en el lado derecho.

Describe lo que le ocurrió a la mayor parte del vapor de agua.

___________________________________________________________________

¿Dónde cayó la mayor parte de la lluvia?

___________________________________________________________________

¿Por qué crees que está cayendo más lluvia en un lado de la montaña?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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